Learning Curve for Lumbar Decompressive Laminectomy in Biportal Endoscopic Spinal Surgery Using the Cumulative Summation Test for Learning Curve.
The purpose of the present study was to determine the learning curve for biportal endoscopic spinal surgery (BESS) for decompressive laminectomy in lumbar spinal stenosis using a learning curve cumulative summation test (LC-CUSUM). The surgeon was proficient in open and microscopic decompressive laminectomy in lumbar spinal stenosis but did not have any experience with BESS or other endoscopic surgery techniques. The learning curve of BESS was investigated using LC-CUSUM analysis. Procedure success was defined as an operative time <75 minutes, the mean operative time with microscopic decompression laminectomy. The present study included the first 60 patients who had undergone single-level decompressive laminectomy using BESS by a single orthopedic surgeon. The mean operative time for decompressive laminectomy by BESS was 83.8 ± 37.9 minutes. The mean operative time in the early learning period (≤30 cases) and late learning period (second 30 cases) was 105.3 ± 39.7 minutes and 62.4 ± 19.9 minutes, respectively. The overall complication rate was ∼10%. The LC-CUSUM signaled competency for surgery at the 58th operation, indicating that sufficient evidence had accumulated to prove that the surgeon was competent. Thus, a trainee with no experience with BESS had reached adequate performance at 58 cases. The results of the present study have demonstrated that a substantial learning period could be needed before adequate performance can be achieved with lumbar decompressive laminectomy using BESS.